DIMINISH

ENERGY COSTS
INCREASE

EFFICIENCY
REDUCE YOUR RELIANCE
ON COMPRESSED AIR
Do you have Blow-Off, Hold-Down or Cooling Applications blowing
Compressed Air to atmosphere?
If so, money is being wasted.
JetAir can convert your costly compressed air blow-off application to a
blower based system and save you money

HOW WE DO THIS
Blow-off(Air Knife), Hold-Down and Cooling Applications require a
combination of air pressure and volumetric flow. Compressed air is
inefficient for most applications over 4HP because compressors produce
more pressure than needed and not enough flow to be effective without
wasting energy.
JetAir’s JET-2G™ and JET-5™ DirectDrive blowers output the most
efficient balance of pressure and flow available. The optimized pressure
and flow and variable speed control of our blowers make them the
proven and preferred solution for high-speed lines. JetAir’s efficiency
advantage can significantly reduce or even eliminate compressor
capacity giving you better performance for less money.

INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY
JetAir is #1 in electrical efficiency because of our high-speed DirectDrive motor technology, implementation of modern impeller design and
smart controls. JetAir’s blowers can reduce compressed air electrical
consumption by a remarkable 70%. In fact, our systems save so much
they can pay for themselves in 4 to 6 months with an average ROI of
over 100%. That means thousands of dollars that would have gone into
thin air are now bolstering your bottom line.

ENGINEERING PARTNER
JetAir manufacturers high-speed blowers, the most comprehensive line
of air knives and air components and complete systems for food &
beverage, pharmaceutical, industrial and electronic customers worldwide. JetAir Application Engineers are trained to design effective and
efficient blow-off solutions for new lines, line performance upgrades and
for replacing compressed air blown to atmosphere.

Call to schedule a line audit and learn how we can
improve your performance and efficiency today.

(805) 654-7000
info@jetairtech.com

Our Efficiency Will Blow You Away
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